
Electricity and Natural 
Gas Procurement

We Help You Buy Better and Buy Smarter 
 
How confident are you that your energy provider always delivers the best value?
 
At World Kinect Energy Services, we will help you find the right choices that result in reliable, 
economic energy procurement. Our team of energy experts will work with you to evaluate your 
total energy requirements and implement a procurement plan that is tailored to your operation.
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How do you know you are getting the best deal?

Your comprehensive energy sourcing plan is developed with your organization’s  
goals in mind and aimed at decreasing risk and exposure to financial liability. Our  
Energy Experts work with multiple suppliers, ensuring that they are competing to  
provide you with the best pricing.

“World Kinect Energy Services helped us 
develop a strategy where we started hedging 
and layering our energy prices over two to three 
years. That has made a huge difference for us 
being able to balance our budget.”

Kyle Miasek  
Finance Director 
City of Youngstown, OH 
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Maximize your savings on electricity by finding the right  
procurement solution regardless of your meter type and size. 
You can take your pick from a wide array of supply products 
that include fixed price, blended, index and pool options, 
from the broadest and most well-respected group of energy  
suppliers. Rest assured that we will help you make an 
informed decision, as our process evaluates the unique 
usage characteristics of your meter, including load factor, load 
shape, on-peak and off-peak usage patterns, transmission and 
capacity tags. 

Obtain better pricing through our diligent and transparent 
procurement method. You will have clear visibility to 
competitive bids from qualified potential natural gas suppliers 
that participate in our Request for Proposal (RFP) process. 
This approach also forces incumbent suppliers to adjust their 
pricing, credit, balancing, and other terms to more accurately 
reflect the ever-changing market. Whether you need tactical 
or strategic procurement solutions for your natural gas, we 
will work with you to ensure that we address your total  
energy spend with the best, most economical solution for 
your needs.

Our comprehensive procurement 
solutions include:ELECTRICITY PROCUREMENT

NATURAL GAS PROCUREMENT

We are here to take the burden off your shoulders by managing the complex 
process of moving your energy from where it is produced to where you need it. 

Ask yourself these questions:

Sourcing strategy

Do you think you are getting the best 
deal on your energy?

How much of a hassle is it to deal with 
different meters, queries, and tariff 
changes?

How many suppliers did you evaluate 
when you last switched supply?

Market index 

Tariff analysis

RFPs & contract development

Price optimization

Global network of solution providers

Load shape analysis

Expert brokerage services

World Kinect Energy Services is trusted by 65,000 customers worldwide. 
With 35 years of experience delivering more than 50 fuel and energy
products on time and in full, we help you solve energy challenges. 
We are Everything Energy.

Visit World-Kinect.com

Start the conversation with one of our Energy Experts 
by calling: 412-299-8900 or 763-543-4600

The team at World Kinect Energy Services is here to help. With the global strength of a Fortune 100 
company and the personal, local support needed to address your specific needs, we’re uniquely 
positioned to be there when others are not. Contact us today.


